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File Name Description
Wind,Ext,Alley,Urban,Howl,Drip,Splat,Echo.wav Wind blowing, howling in alley, water dripping, echoing off the walls
Wind,Ext,Alley,Urban,Howl,Pronounced,Metal,Clinking.wav Wind blowing, pronounced howling in alley, some metal clinking faintly
Wind,Ext,Alley,Urban,Howl,Whoosh,Splat.wav Wind blowing, howling, whooshing loudly in alley, raindrops splatting
Wind,Ext,Urban,City drone,Even noise,Diffuse .wav Even mix of wind and urban drone, a bit of plastic crumpling now and then
Wind,Ext,Urban,City drone,Moped,Traffic,Wind blasts.wav Wind and urban drone, traffic noise and a moped passing in the distance. Some wind buffeting
Wind,Ext,Urban,City drone,Plastic flutter,Metal clinking,Wind blasts.wav Wind and urban drone, plastic fluttering, wind howling, metal clinking
Wind,Ext,Urban,City drone,Plastic,Flutter,Metal clinking,Sirens,Wind blasts.wav Wind and urban drone, plastic fluttering, metal clatter, sirens off in the distance
Wind,Ext,Urban,City drone,Plastic,Flutter,Near,Wind blasts,Violent,Howling.wav Wind and urban drone, plastic fluttering, violent wind, howling, clatter, some buffeting
Wind,Ext,Urban,City drone,Plastic,Flutter,Near.wav Wind howling, plastic fluttering
Wind,Ext,Urban,Corrugated metal,Torn,Scraping,Scuffing.Mono.wav Wind tearing at corrugated metal sheet, making crumpling, scraping sounds
Wind,Ext,Urban,Flagpole,Beating,Urban drone.wav Flagpole line beating in the wind, urban drone also heard
Wind,Ext,Urban,Flagpole,Flag,Beating,Whipping,Crisp,Busy.Mono.wav Flagpole line beating and whipping in the wind, a crisp and busy sound
Wind,Ext,Urban,Flagpole,Rope,Beating,Jittery.Mono.wav Flagpole line beating in the wind, a jittery sound
Wind,Ext,Urban,Howl,Whoosh,Wash.wav Wind howling, whooshing, a wash of noise, plastic adding to the din
Wind,Ext,Urban,Marina,Wires oscillating,Whistle,Wailing,Blasts of wind.Mono.wav Wind at marina, wires and cables whistling, wailing in the blasts of wind
Wind,Ext,Urban,Metal,Fence,Distinct clanking,Howling,Nervous.Mono.wav Metal fence clanking nervously in the sometimes howling wind
Wind,Ext,Urban,Metal,Signpost,Distinct clanking,Howling,Nervous.Mono.wav Metal signpost clanking distinctly in the sometimes howling wind
Wind,Ext,Urban,Plastic pipe,Resonance,Flute,Whistle.Mono.wav Wind blowing over plastic pipe, with a resonant, flutey whistle
Wind,Ext,Urban,Plastic,Flutter,Ruffle.wav Wind ruffles plastic, makes random fluttering, flapping sounds
Wind,Ext,Urban,Plastic,Heavy,Flapping,Urban drone.wav Wind in heavy plastic, flutters, flaps, thrashes. Urban drone as well
Wind,Ext,Urban,Plastic,Paperthin,Flutter,Nervous,Howl.Mono.wav Paperthin plastic fluttering nervously while wind howls
Wind,Ext,Urban,Plastic,Paperthin,Flutter,Nervous.Mono.wav Paperthin plastic fluttering nervously
Wind,Ext,Urban,Plastic,Thin,Flutter,Fluctuating intensity.Mono.wav Thin plastic fluttering with fluctuating intensity.Traffic also heard in BG
Wind,Ext,Urban,Plastic,Thin,Flutter,Leisurely.Mono.wav Thin plastin flutters leisurely
Wind,Ext,Urban,Plastic,Thin,Flutter,Nervously,Variation.Mono.wav Thin plastic flutters nervously
Wind,Ext,Urban,Plastic,Thin,Flutter,Nervously,Variation.wav Thin plastic flutters nervously
Wind,Ext,Urban,Plastic,Thin,Flutter,Nervously.Mono.wav Thin plastic flutters nervously
Wind,Ext,Urban,Plastic,Thin,Flutter,Nervously.wav Thin plastic flutters nervously
Wind,Ext,Urban,Plastic,Thin,Flutter,Placid.Mono.wav Thin plastic flutters placidly
Wind,Ext,Urban,Plastic,Thin,Flutter,Placid.wav Thin plastic flutters placidly
Wind,Ext,Urban,Plastic,Thin,Flutter,Vigorously.Mono.wav Thin plastic flutters vigorously
Wind,Ext,Urban,Plastic,Thin,Flutter,Violent,Varied.Mono.wav Thin plastic flutters violently
Wind,Ext,Urban,Plastic,Thin,Flutter,Violent,Varied.wav Thin plastic flutters violently
Wind,Ext,Urban,Plastic,Thin,Flutter,Violent.Mono.wav Thin plastic flutters violently
Wind,Ext,Urban,Plastic,Thin,Flutter,Violent.wav Thin plastic flutters violently
Wind,Ext,Urban,Street,Howl,Whoosh,Metal,Clatter.wav Wind howls in empty street, signpost clatters, debris is blown by
Wind,Ext,Urban,Street,Howl,Whoosh,Plastic,Flutter.wav Wind whooshes in street, plastic flutters
Wind,Ext,Urban,Whoosh,Whistle,Resonance.wav Wind blows in metal railing, with pipe-like resonance, waterfront in BG
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